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OUR  
PROCESS

A s material 
and trend 
specialists, 

my team and I eat, 
sleep and breathe 
color, pattern, and 
design! Our design 
process is made 
up of investigation, 
information, and 
intuition. We inform 
our process with 
market and trend 
research, and 

some of our best 
work comes from 
the collaborative 
process with the 
industry’s top 
manufacturers and 
interior designers.

At Stacy Garcia® 
Blue Label, we’re 
inspired by the world 
around us, from 
fashion to art, to 
technology & nature, 
and this influences 
the trends we 
forecast. 

I’m so excited to 
share our 2022-2023 
trend guide with you. 
Our industry is ready 
for color, optimism & 
blue skies ahead. 

Stay Inspired,

Stacy GarciaStacy Garcia
Chief Inspiration Officer

blue skies ahead



THE FUTURE 
IS BRIGHT....
BEAUTIFUL, 
SOULFUL
& EARTHY.
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UNEARTHED 
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color palette
Saturated hues of fiery orange and terracottas mix with 
decadent brown, soft shades of blue, mineral green and 
ochre for a vast array of impactful color combinations. 

UNEARTHED
We’ve Unearthed our appreciation of the 

staggering beauty of nature. An updated take on 
a Mid-Century aesthetic, this trend is inspired by 
Earth’s palette and its “one-of-a-kind” structures. 
Grounding colors and textures help us connect. 

Nature, we honor you.
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materials & patter ns
 
Flora, fauna & formations mix with weathered, 
natural & newly sprouted textures. “One-of-
a-kind” materials of cork, raw woods, marble 
& granite paired with mixed metals create an 
elevated look.
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UNEARTHED

A: Q02/A050341SG Axminster Carpet for Brintons B: Billow Contour Chair 
for MTS Seating, C: Loom Leather for Townsend Leather, D: Night Lights, 

printed on acrylic, Artline Studio, E: Fluid Lines 104, for Tarkett Hospitality,
F: Fresco, Upholstery Fabric for LebaTex
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C

D

E

F

    product guide for
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INTERWOVEN 
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INTERWOVEN
Influenced by the inevitable blend of our digital and 
physical worlds, Interwoven is a trend driven by an 
appreciation of craft and a desire for digital detox. 
Falling somewhere between the realm of natural 
fibers and the technology of fiber optics, woven 

structures and glitchy patterns create a look that is 
both structured yet blended, rigid yet energetic.

color palette
Interpreted in a warm palette with tech blue 

accents, the blending of burnt sienna & golden 
yellow paired with vibrant jewel tones, such as, ruby 

and amethyst create depth and interest.
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materials & patter ns
Digitized patterns, chunky knits, tight woven 
structures, perforated metals & wire-like 
patterning make for an unexpected material 
& pattern blend, telling the story of our 
overlapping digital & physical worlds.



INTERWOVEN
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

A: GA31634 for Durkan B: Atlantis 120, 152 & 160 for Tarkett Hospitality 
C: Punctuate for MTS Seating D: Modern Weave, Very Peri MOD Fabric for LebaTex 

E: Design Q01/A056335SG Axminster Carpet for Brintons
F: 27/L2881SG Axminster Carpet for Brintons G: Prismatic Art for Artline Studio 

    product guide for
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MIR AGE 
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MIRAGE
Inspired by the nature of the desert and the modern 
architecture that surrounds it, Mirage is anchored by 
a juxtaposition of textural and clean design elements. 
With a pared down, refreshing palette, escape and 
relaxation are closer than we think. 

color palette
Soothing, succulent green & soft shades 
of water blues are coupled with dusty 
peach & accented with white. Sandy 
hues and the rich tones of warm amber 
shine, while earthy neutrals reinforce the 
feeling of familiarity & quietude.
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materials & patter ns
Organic motifs & pared down patterning mix 
with crisp, translucent & reflective materials 
reminiscent of water. The palette is softed by 
drier materials of rattan, plaster & clay. Details 
including soft, curved edges and clean woven 
structures create a calming effect.



MIRAGE

A

B

C

D

A: (top to bottom) Axis SG2751, Edge SG2993, React SG2977 for York Contract  
through Momentum B: Imprint Shine SG2910 for York Contract through Momentum 

C: Digitally Printed Leather for Townsend Leather & Fabric for LebaTex
D: Sutton Full Length Mirror for Icon Furniture

    product guide for
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BRIGHT
TR ADITIONS 
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BRIGHT
TRADITIONS
Featuring a contemporary twist on traditional, 
Bright Traditions is symbolized by a soulful mix of pattern 
& saturated yet classic colors. Embodying the best of 
maximalism, playful old world elements and expressive 
layering provide a modern take on a global aesthetic. 

color palette
Vibrant hues lead this trend with ochre, 
teal and orange being show stoppers. The 
brighter colors are complemented with 
grounding tones and textures.
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materials & patter ns
Geometrics, classic patterns, playful 
damasks are the signature elements of this 
trend & are successfully accentuated by 
both rubbed textures & laquered finishes. 
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BRIGHT
TRADITIONS

A: Karat SG3036 for York Wallcoverings through Momentum
B: Bond Leather for Townsend Leather

C: Abstract Blocks, Primary MOD Fabric for LebaTex

    product guide for

A

B
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DECADENCE 
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DECADENCE
With a nod to the whimsical fashion & culture of the 
1920’s, Decadence highlights a return to Art Deco 
with a combination of varying lines, curved shapes & 
some sparkle. Inspired by an era of vast change, this 
trend focuses on a return to social, artistic and cultural 
dynamism. An optimistic color palette symbolizes 
celebration and good times ahead. 

color palette
Complex jewel tones pair 
with popped pastels of lilac, 
periwinkle & champagne, as 
well as grounded green & gold.
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materials & patter ns
 
Decadence mixes opulence with contemporary. The 
shapes featured have a nod to Neo-Modern, as well 
as, classic Art Deco motifs. Mixed metals of gold, 
sterling & rose gold are prominent & we’ve added a 
hint of glitz to this celebratory combination.
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N3615SG-3_naturaloak 
Recoloured N3615SG‑dso

Design N3615SG‑dso 
Repeat size 1219mm x 1168mm 
Quality 7 x 9  
Drop No drop  
Date 6th April 2017 

 1 
18‑0734

2 
24‑MB031

3 
20‑3183

4 
24‑MB031

5 
28‑1910

6 
28‑1981

7 
20‑1900

8 
20‑1900

Brintons - making the world a more beautiful place This printout represents the design only, its not to be used for exact colour match.

Brintons Americas 1000 Cobb Place Blvd, Bailey Park, Building 200, Suite 200 Kennesaw, GA 30144 USA
Tel: +1 678 594 9300 Email: brintons@brintonsusa.com 

©Brintons Carpets Limited
www.brintons.net 

 




STACY GARCIA 
Bdny Booth 2017, Booth Carpet7

Date:
CRM:
Scale:

Design:

Match:

Repeat size:
Quality:

Q03/A12221SG 
20ft (w) by 30ft (h) 
7 by 9 per Inc 
RUG
1:21
81114/4/1/6
07/03/2017

DECADENCE

A

B

C

D

F

G

E

A: Armory SG3055, SG3058, SG3056 for York Wallcoverings through Momentum
B: Calabasas Ottoman for D’Style by Kimball Hospitality

C: Palazzo Seaglass, Upholstery Fabric for LebaTex
D: Design N3615SG, Axminster Carpet for Brintons

 E: Fanfare Jade, Fabric for 
LebaTex, F: Colby Side Table for 
Bernhardt Hospitality G: Design 

Q01/A13226ZSG, Axminster 
Carpet for Brintons

    product guide for



TEXTILES

LEBATEX
888.953.2283
www.lebatex.com

WALLCOVERING

YORK CONTRACT
1.800.455.9913
www.yorkcontract.com

MOMENTUM
800.366.6869
www.memosamples.com

Stacy Garcia® Blue Label products are available through 
the following exclusive providers:

ART

ARTLINE STUDIO
516.931.5550
www.myartlinestudio.com

CARPET 

BRINTONS
1.678.594.9300
www.brintons.net

DURKAN
1.800.981.2009
www.durkan.com

TARKETT
1.800.871.3211
www.tarketthospitality.com

FURNITURE

BERNHARDT HOSPITALITY
1.828.758.9811
www.bernhardthospitality.com

D’STYLE BY
KIMBALL HOSPITALITY
1.619.662.0560
www.dstyle.com

ICON FURNITURE 
1.888.861.4266
www.iconfurniture.com

MTS SEATING
734.847.3875 
www.mtsseating.com

LEATHER 

TOWNSEND LEATHER
1.800.852.0144
www.townsendleather.com www.sgbluelabel.com


